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President’s Message
Recently, I was asked to report on the
Docent Council’s role as a museum
volunteer group. As you might imagine,
my first response was to describe our
focus on gallery education, noting that
our "specialty" is providing tours for
school children as well as for adult
museum visitors.
After some serious reflection, I wanted
to expand my answer beyond our
obvious role to include what’s at our
heart. I wanted to explain to those
asking that we're a group that's very
excited about learning. We love a great
lecture, a film, field trip, hands-on art
project, a birding excursion around the
Back Bay, or even a cooking class.
Given more time for reflection, I'd
certainly want to add that what really
sets our group apart is our collaborative
spirit, a sense that we're working
together and value each member's
ideas.
This collaborative spirit became even
more apparent to me during a
brainstorm session for the Avant-Garde
Collection. As in all brainstorm
sessions, those present were invited to
pool their touring ideas in the hope of
alleviating tour-preparation stress. At
this particular session, the pool was
deep. I picked up a number of great
theme ideas and discovered that
Richard Channin had learned directly
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

from Jim Dine that the inspiration for his
bathrobe paintings came from a
department store newspaper
advertisement.
At the same meeting, Bonnie Fenton
told how over the years, she has
improved her skills by watching other
docents tour. She suggested that
having “touring tips” available to all
would be very helpful. In response to
Bonnie’s suggestion I’ve begun
collecting tips to share with you here:
Touring Tips:
“I think children enjoy responsibilities,
even if it means being a leader of the
group. However, should I find someone
who misbehaves, I’d say something like
‘Come here to the front and center
where I can keep my eyes on you and
you can hear clearly.’ Don’t ignore poor
behavior; address it immediately.”
- Connie Sakamoto
“I am always nervous when I begin a
tour. Many years ago an experienced
docent told our group that she
pretended that she was showing people
the art around her home. Her manner
was welcoming and informal. That has
helped alleviate stage fright for me. A
theme that works for almost any
exhibition is, ‘an artist can make art out

of anything.’ Then proceed to discuss
unusual use of materials.”
- Jane Fowler

manage, or encourage your audiences
and that you send those ideas along for
inclusion in Docent Doings.

“My best tips are from other docents.
From Merle Stern: always introduce
yourself as a volunteer docent (or
gallery educator) because it's important
to share the message of volunteering.
From Lynda Wilson: great transition
questions or statements spark deep
curiosity for what they will view next and
help move the group past possible
distractions of what catches their eye
since it probably doesn't fit what they
are looking forward to next.
An example for moving to see Eraser by
Vija Celmins, ‘Let's look at a sculpture
based on something you might find at
school.’

Nancy Kiddie
President

Great wrap up question: ‘What piece
would you take home to put in your
room?‘ This question helps them
remember their shared experience of
observing and extends the discussion of
what they liked and didn't like.

Staffing tours for Sarkisian and
Sarkisian this past summer, was
particularly challenging, and several
weekend tours had to be cancelled.
Imagine if you were a visitor, expecting
a tour, only to find no one available to
lead you.

I also think really close listening,
repeating what a student says and then
asking the group what they think
maintains the group conversation or if it
seems to be stalling, I'll ask if the group
agrees or disagrees with a student's
statement followed up with a ‘Why?’ Or
‘Why not?’ I also will add ‘Because…’ to
a student comment to help them extend
it or explain what they are thinking or as
an invitation for others to add their
thoughts to the conversation.”
- Katherine Jacobs
Certainly, we owe a thank you to these
“first responders” who have so
generously offered touring tips that we
can all put to good use. I’m hoping that
their ideas will prompt you to think about
the strategies you use to excite,
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Weekend Touring: The Whys
and Wherefores
Weekends are the busiest times at
OCMA, but in recent months it has
become more difficult to staff the
Saturday and Sunday 1 pm tours that
visitors expect. Some visitors want to
stroll through the galleries at their own
pace, but others time their visits to enjoy
the guided engagement that we docents
can provide.

That is why, in a pilot program beginning
in September, the Docent Council has
asked weekday docents to make
themselves available for public tours or
for open engagement on two weekend
days per exhibit. If every docent agreed
to help, the responsibility would be
shared, the tours would be covered
easily, and the museum would be wellrepresented to the public.
So why do some docents balk at
weekend touring? Is it loss of time with
their families, the extra time
commitment, or reluctance to tour a
more difficult and possibly unresponsive
audience? A survey asking this
question is underway.

The Executive Committee recently
discussed ways to help us adapt our
usual tours, aimed at school-age
children, to adults who some believe
may want more facts and less
questioning or, perhaps, are simply
uncertain about interacting in an artrelated dialogue.
One strategy might be to extend the
introduction by asking more getacquainted questions to our adult
touring groups to loosen them up to
discuss the artwork. Another idea:
perhaps we could each invite two artresistant friends to be guinea pigs as we
try out different techniques in a
Continuing Education role-playing
session. To help docents prepare,
perhaps a list of ideas for engagement
could be provided.
Those docents who have toured adults
frequently come away with new insights
and the satisfied glow that comes from
taking on a challenge and succeeding.
So let’s work together to make this new
responsibility an opportunity for growth
and enrichment for all
Barbara De Groot
Active Docent 2004

My Ten-Year Reunion With
Stanton MacDonald-Wright
A decade ago when I was a Docent
trainee, our assignment was to choose a
work from the galleries for a 10-minute
presentation to the class. The "Untitled
(Vase of Flowers)" by MacDonaldWright, an oil on canvas painting, dated
1924-25, inspired me. After preparing
my questions and remarks, I returned to
the gallery. The painting was gone.
Quickly I chose another piece. (It may
have been William Wendt's "Spring in
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

the Valley" painted also during the
1920's.) My inquiries and searches
concerning the location of the "Vase"
were unsuccessful.
Several years later, on a Docent trip to
the Santa Monica Public Library, we
saw an extensive mural attributed to
MacDonald-Wright in the 1930's
somewhat in the realistic image style of
Giorgio DeChirico (my opinion.) The
mural was created under the auspices
of the federal Works Progress
Administration, a 1930's depression-era
job program to provide modest wages
for unemployed artists and other
workers. MacDonald-Wright headed the
southern California artists' division.
Other artists contemporaneously in the
Program included Jackson Pollack and
Philip Guston, the latter of whom whose
work may still exist.
So, much to my surprise and pleasure,
our Curator, Dan Cameron, retrieved the
"Vase" from OCMA's archives to hang in
the present Avant-Garde exhibit. On
seeing the painting again, the vivid
colors and abstract, flower-like shapes
painted in the 1920's demonstrated to
me clearly the meaning of "avantgarde."
Doris Felman
Supporting Docent 2004

Avant-Garde Collection
Research
Research for the Avant-Garde
Collection is available online at:
http://avantgardecollection.wordpress.com

Important Dates to Remember
10.12.14/11:00am
Free Second Sunday | Superhero
Masquerade
11:00am – 3:00pm StuffNIT Burger
Truck onsite
11:00am – 4:00pm Hands-on art making
11:00am – 5:00pm Free exhibition
admission
Come dressed as your favorite
superhero and take in an interactive
music performance by Jukebox Radio.
10.13.14/*9:30am*early start
Docent Council Meeting
Join fellow gallery educators for a
lecture about the avant-garde by art
historian Dana Doyle.
10.13.14/11:30am
Studio Preview: The Avant-Garde
Collection
Join fellow gallery educators and
education staff for a preview of the
studio process surrounding the
exhibition.
10.16.14/7:00PM
Third Thursday | Building OCMA’s
Collection
5:30pm – 7:00pm Soho Taco Truck
onsite
6:00pm Gallery tour
7:00pm Panel discussion: Phyllis
Lutjeans, Karen Moss, and Dan
Cameron.
10.26.14/11:30am
Studio Sunday | Center Stage
11:30 am – 1:30 pm Studio workshop
Led by local artist Veronica Soto, follow
in the footsteps of great performance
artists including Paul McCarthy and
Suzanne Lacy when your video short is
projected in the museum pavilion. Be an
actor, a director, a stage designer or
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

even a great audience. This workshop is
fun for all ages.
10.27.14/10:00am
Continuing Education
Join gallery educators for a workshop
surrounding touring all visitors to the
museum.

Docent Kudos
Kudos to Mary Blacker, Pat Gibson, and
Lynda Wilson for their thoughtful artist
interview notes from opening day.
Thanks to Anita Mishook for organizing
a very engaging Continuing Ed. session
with big thanks to Melanie Gregg,
Joaline Stedman, Bonita Stern and
Lynda Wilson for their spotlight talks.
Kudos to Gale Anne Edelberg for
organizing such a wonderful welcome
back luncheon and to the numerous
food and clean-up helpers. Big thanks
to day mentors Edie Levin, Celia
Niemerow, and Sandy Simar for
organizing brainstorming sessions for
their docents.

November Reading Group
Selection
The next meeting of the docent reading
group will take place on Monday,
November 3 in community room. Up for
discussion will be Ayelet Waldman’s
Love and Treasure.

Upcoming Birthdays
October:
Barbara De Groot – 10/31
November:
Mary Lee Gair – 11/5
Mary Ann Mahoney – 11/19
Jackie Engebretson – 11/20
Bonita Stern – 11/23

Upcoming Fieldtrip: A Day in
Venice
On October 16 we will be heading to the
arts enclave of Venice Beach for a day
filled with art, fun, and food. Join us as
we venture from Billy Al Bengston's
studio to Larry's Restaurant (inspired by
OCMA artist Larry Bell) to the Shulamit
Gallery for a private tour and rooftop
reception. It promises to be a great
day. We will be en route on foot for part
of the day. The distance between
locations is roughly .5 mile and both
Billy Al's studio and the Shulamit gallery
have multiple staircases. Please ensure
that you are able to take on the physical
requirements of the field trip before
signing up. The attached flyer has
further information including the day’s
schedule. To sign up, please send
checks to Jane Fowler no later than
October 11. We are limited to 20
participants. Your participation in the
field trip can only be guaranteed by a
check.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Call for Contributors
Docent Doings is looking to increase its
offerings of unique, original content
pertaining to the OCMA docent
experience. If you attend a fieldtrip,
view a film during Movie Madness, take
part in book club, or participate in any
other docent activity and are interested
in writing about your experience, we’d
love to hear from you! For details
please email Desiree Glenn at
desiree.glenn@gmail.com

Deadline for the next
Docent Doings
Friday, October 24, 2014
Submit all copy to:
desiree.glenn@gmail.com	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

